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ARE THE ☜EXCITING☝ HEYDAYS FOR THE SOFTWARE

PRODUCTS VENDORS OVER?
As the only part of IBM reporting any

growth in 2001 was its outsourcing

business as it seeks to lessen

dependence on its commodity PC

business, and HP and Compaq lookto a

merger to overcome the problems of

market saturation, so software vendors

also must face up to the realities of a

depressed market for new software

product licences. The ☜good old days'

that saw Microsoft average c80%

revenue growth year on year, and Oracle

average c20% licence growth have come

to an end, Revenue growth is slowing for

many < for some it is even declining SAP's

licence sales are no better than flat year

on yearand Oracle and Siebel are down.

Demand for lower prices, increased

competition amongst vendors. resistance

to upgrades and more cautious buyer

behaviour have all taken their toll on the

industry. Indeed, in the UK, we see the

software products market declining as a

percentage of the overall S/ITS market -

falling from 27% of the market ($2.96an

in 1996 to 17% (£5.52bn) by 2004. In

comparison the services sector is going

from strength to strength (as can be seen

from the chart) with stellar growth

performance fuelled by the move to

outsourcing. We predict the services

market will be worth cE21.5bn in 2004

(an increase from £6.9bn In 1996) and

nearly four times the size of the software

product market. Indeed we forecast that

lTservIcesw i have grownat marIyTWICE

the rate of software product market.

So what doesthe future hold for

the software industry?

If we take the top global software

companies and throw in a couple of UK

examples, a picture starts to emerge: -

~Forneartyallof2001,SAPappeared

UK Market lo! Soltwlru Producll Vs. Servlcu 1998-2004
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immune to the vagaries ofthe market. Howeverwhen it announced 03 results, revenues

had increased by 16% to Euro1.421m aided by a 28% increase in services. But licence

revenues were down 7%. In its results for FY 01, licence sales had Increased by just 5%,

whereas consulting revenue had increased 27%.

-Siebel has faired no better; its 08 results showed total revenues down by 14% to

$428.5m with licence revenues down by 37% - but service revenue up 25%.

t From 2000 to 2001 Oracle☁s revenue growth has slowed to around 8% compared to

15% in 2000 Gust 6% for licences). Furthermore in 01 and Q2 02 revenue generated by

new licenceswas down by 8% and 26% respectiver compared with afali otjust 1% and

12% for the Group as a whole. Revenue for 2001 was $10.9bn, of which 40% was

attributableto services.

~ In the UK, Sage, whilst not reporting a fall In new licence sales, has certairiy experienced

slowing growth. indeed in its recently announced results for FYE Sep. 01 . the company

reported new licence sales up just 5% (compared to 20% in 2000), although its total growth

was 17%. However. this doesn☁t phase Sage as since 1998the company has consistently

made in excess of 50% of its revenuesfrom support services and the like. This year 68%

of Sage's revenue was generated by its installed base. up from 65% in 2000, but Sage's

services revenue increased by 030%.

Propping up licence revenue with services revenue is nothing new: Oracle and Sage

have always viewed this as an important revenue stream. However, others, such as

Microsoft and Siebel have always maintained that they do not want to compete withtheir

respective channels, so will not look to aggressively increase their services revenues♥ well.

they would say that, wouldn't they! There☂struth in the argument but aswe will see, there

is more than one way to skin a cat.

So software companies have reduced their forecasts, cut costs and Implemented

redundancies to address the downtum. But delivering pro ts just through decreasing costs

isn't the basis for a long-term survival strategy; you can only cut your cloth solar before you

start to look a bit naked. Given that the support market for a company such as SAP or

Microsoft could beworth up to 20430 timesthe actual revenue of that company; expanding

its own in-house services offering would seem an obvious route to take. We have said

nany times that product companies MUST enterthe services sector to suvive and grow s

[confirmed on page two]
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[continued from page one]

(see last month☂s SYSTEMHOUSB .

Clearly there are downsides to this,

Margins would be impacted, and it

would no doubt have a detrimental

effect upon the channel partners. But

needsmustandwe are seeing software

vendors undertake a variety of initiatives

to maintain growth:-

1 Many ISVs are focusing on their

larger partners who can in uence the

decision makers in major corporations.

That☂s good news for the likes of

Accenture, PwC et al and also for

major outsourcers such as IBM and

EDS who control the IT processes of

many of the top companies and

Government departments in the UK.
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However it '3 bad news for the many smaller service providers, who are more

implementersthan in uencers.

- Other software companies are seeking acquisitions and mergers as the path to

increased revenues. in the UK, Torex reported 89% revenue growth in 2000 to

E88m. 57% of its revenues came from acquisitions. The company has continued

with its acquisitive nature this year and is expected to report 57% revenue growth to

£188m for FYE 315' Dec. 01. Sage undertook seven acquisitions during 2001 to

boost its quest for growth. Indeed, in ouryear♥end update we reportedthat software

suppliers were by far the most popular acquisition targets accounting for39% of the

number of acquisitions involving UKS/lTS companies. In its interim results for Dec.

01 it was the acquisitionswhich came to Misys☂ rescue, otherwise the company

would have recorded negative growth.

Of her companies are extending their range of services and applications outside

of software supply. in 2000, SAP launched a new company, SAP integration, withthe

aim of providing integration on SAP and non-SAP applications. in the UK,

Marlborough Stirling won an outsourcing contract, which could be worth up to

£95m over veyears. Outsourcing is now expected to contribute around 30% of

Marlborough Stining☂s total revenues this year. And recently Oracle announced that

it☁s to launch ☜its boldest of outsourcing deals☜- provide software and consulting

services ☜fornothing☝ but take a cut of the savings/profits,

- Software vendors are also eyeing up each other☂s lunch. Thus we see Oracle

and SAP attacking the SME market, Microsoft targeting practically every market

there is and particularly moving into the consumer space, and Sage going upstream

into the enterprise market,

- Ofcourse there is the tried and tested route ofjust increasing prices or promoting/

enforcing maintenance to increase revenues, Microsoft is doing just that with its new

maintenance programme. This has proved to be deeply unpopular with customers,

Microsoft may get away with it because of the sheer size of its installed base ♥ others

aren't in such a fortunate position.

r Then there☂s this year's buzzword ☂web services'. Whilst there isthe belief that

☁this is the future', forecasts ofwhen this will actually happen are far more realistic

thanthey were with ASP. We recently metwith Neil Holloway ♥ MD of Microsoft UK,

who as you know, is ☜betting the company" on the NSF initiative. Holloway ☁stake

on it is that it will happen, but give it another 10 years! In the meantime Microsoft is

doing all of the above. Vl th a cash pile nearly the size of the Argentine debt. it can

afford to do so,

Of course, not all ISVs are suffering the same fate. Of the big boys Peoplesoft

is still going from strengthto strength. Inthe UK, some of the smaller. niche Companies

such as [soft and Eyrtel aregrowing pro tability. Howeverthese tend to be the

exception ratherthanthe rule. They have not yet reached the critical mass of the big

boys, and are focused upon the relatively buoyant markets. Of the software companies

in our index, whilst the majority ofthem reported growing revenues, those that grew

pro tably are much fewer and far between.

Thus for the companies that are at either end of the scale, either very big or

very small, we predict a lot of change. And change is always dangerous, expensive

and takes far more time than you ever dreamed. There is a huge tranche of loss

making software vendors who do not have the necessary high levels of contracted/

recurring revenues and which have almost exhausted theirfunds We EXPECl ☁0 See

many more going out of business or being acquired for theirtechnology in the next

yearorso. Ofthe big players, giventhe trends outlined aDOVei We exped aSl'Qni cant

numbereither being acquired or entering into a merger. In some CaseSihe name may

simply disappear

Whatever, the ☜Exciting☝ heydays forthe software Pmducts vendors seem

to be well and truly over.
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"THE BORING WILL INHERTI☁

THE EARTH"

Is it a fact of life that you get

angrier as you get older?_Do we all

become like Victor Meldrew

eventually?

i just can☂t believe it. Here we

were with a headline on the front

page of SYSTEMHOUSE in Mar.

00 entitled "Dot.con" and in Jan.

02, The Times serialised a book

with the exact same title!

Perhaps there are some clever

lawyers out there who might tell us

how we could have bene ted had

we copyrighted, "Acquisition

indigestion", 'Y2K microclimate",

"Y2K hangover",

'Freejellybeans.com ", "e-nd ofe- ",

"the-business not e-business" and

a squiilion more.

How many people have used

"The Emperor's New Clothes☝ since

we rst used it in Nov. 99? How

many have since quoted. ☜You

don ☂tknow who is swimming naked

until the tide goes out" sincewe

used it rst in Jan 00?

But the granddaddy of them all

is ☜Bonny☝. If only we could have

had a £1 for every use of that word

in the ☁Holway' de nition. Mindyou,

in hindsight, we probably have. . ..

Those who have attended my

presentations at the Regent

Conference and the Techmark

Quarterly Review in Jan 02 will now

be familiar with our " The Boring

mil/hhe/ft ie Ear i☁ theme. Mark

my words; this catchphrase is due

for increased plagiarism in the

months to come. But remember,

you heard it here rst.

POWER ERAS

IT Power lies with those that

control the interface with the USER.

Back in the 1960s/70s this was

the hardware manufacturers like
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IBM and the "Bunch" (ask your father to explain) etc. ☁

Then their power was eroded by the upstart software ;

providers. The most ubiquitous was, of course,

Microsoft but itwas probably more the likes of Oracle,

SAP and CA which assumed the real user power mantle at that time,

We contend that it is now the outsourcers that have assumed the power to

control the interface with the user. Wereckon that going on for 50% (by revenue

NOT number of customers) of UK IT is currently outsourced. This market is

dominated by a pretty small number of players like IBM Global Services. EDS,

CSC, CGEY, Sema etc.

If you were trying to sell technology to HM Govt who would you woo? Every

Government department separately? Or EDS who ☁control☂ perhaps 50% of all

Govt. IT☂? Well, we know who we would wine and dine!

THE USE AND MISUSE OF POWER

We heard a story recently about a global IT company which had found that

fault rates at its sewers installed at sites ☜controlled☝ by a certain outsourcer

were twice that elsewhere. Renewal rates were even worse. Nothing ☜ofcourse☝

to do with the fact that the outsourcer had a competing product!

This month we interviewed Neil Holloway ♥CEO of Microsoft UK. Every

statement seemed to be about the ☜close☝ relationship it was forging with a

small inner core of its larger partners like EDS, Accenture etc. And quite sensible

too. if 50% of MS☂ contracted desktop base is ☜controlled☝ by ten or less

outsourcers, that☂s where we would put oursales effort too. The power that

they could wield is awesome. I know it initially might sound farfetched, but say it

they ALL said, ☜We are going to use Linux rather than XP at all our sites unless

you give us, and only us, a 50% off deal". The argument then becomes 'circular'

as the outsourcers offer even better MS licensing rates, and win even more

contracts.

Publicly, both the outsourcers and suppliers would want you to think this

argument is daft. Privately they treat it deadly serioust

But, so far, we have only talked about the IT outsourcers.

THE CHANGING OUTSOURCING LANDSCAPE

IT Outsourcing has been THE ma☁n engine of growth in the UK IT Services

  

£16m: BPO market will be = IT outsourcing market by 2005
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[continued from page three]

sector for most of the last ten years. Indeed,

this year it is the ONLY engine of growth

with both the software products and

project services sectors in recession. If you

need any evidence to support this just look

at the latest results from IBM where it was

only the outsourcing part of IBM Global

Services which showed any growth in

2001 . Or, closer to home, the latest results

from Xansa which showed actual declines

in revenues from front end IT consultancy

but these being more than compensated

by growth in outsourcing.

Well, IT outsourcing is just the start.

We reckon that the UK Business

Process Outsourcing (BPO) market

was worth over ESbn in 2001 and is

already something like three-quarters

the size of the UK IT outsourcing

market Indeed, as the Page 3 chart

shows, we forecast that the UK BPO

market will be equal to the IT

outsourcing market by 2005- clearly

demonstrating the even faster market

growth rates offered by BPO,

IT OUTSOURCING AND BPO

BOUNDARIES BLURRED

The BPO players have tended in the

past not to be those that turn up on our

IT radar screens. Companies like Amey,

Hyder, WS Atkins, Serco, and Hays. Of

course, companies like EDS have long

undertaken BPO-type activities (like

collecting parking lines for London Parking)

as adjuncts to their IT outsourcing

contracts. But we believe that, at most,

21 bn of BPO revenue is currently generated

by the ☁conventional☂ UK IT outsourcers.

Perhaps the most obvious UK IT/BPO

☁cross dresser' has been Capita which has

had a leg in both camps for years.

But all this is changing ♥ fast Recent

BPO wins like Xansa's £250m/7 year BT

Finance department BPO contract shows

how the ☁conventional☁ UK IT outsourcers

have woken up to the potential. But the

conventional BPO players are similarly

moving into IT. And then there are the

completely new players ♥ like Xchanging,

Indeed, in a few years time, separating

IT outsourcing players from BPO players

will be a difficult and, some might say,

pointless task. The overlap will be huge and

the boundaries decidedly blurredl

IFTHIS IS REALLY BORING, WHO

NEEDS EXC 'ING?

Now some might consider BPO to be

an even more Boring activity than, say,

Application Management. But this is the

future The combined IT outsourcing and

BPO market places will be nudging £30

billion by 2005, Put anotherway that☂s 50%

bigger than the whole UK S/ITS market

today and is growing considerably faster.

Outsourcing 2005

Overlap

_ ~s'zbn
IBM Global Services "a

 

    

On top of that, the lT/BPO ☁mega☂

players will have a major say in the whole

future of IT, i.e. what and who makes it and

who doesn't

And as Xchanging will demonstrate in

its upcoming IPO, investors will put some

startlingly high prices on the players in the

BPO sector and the ☂security of earnings☂

that they will be able to provide in an

otherwise troubled economy

If this is really Boring, who needs

Exciting?

You see, The Baring real/yare set to

inherit the Earth!

Note to readers, The BPO market is
the subject of a new upcoming
OvumHolway Report. For more details

contact Andrew Randles (ajr@ovumtcom)
on 01252 740908.
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Xansa shares opened 10% lower

on the day it announced a mixed set of

results for the six months to 315☁Octt

01. The headline results were pretty

much in line with expectations with

revenues up32% to £269.2m,

operating pro t up 49% to £24.4m.

PBT up 54% to 223.1m and diluted

EPS up 7.5% to 3.59p

Indeed most in the sector would

be pretty delighted to report such a set

of results in the current environment.

There are some excellent parts of this

'curate☂s egg':

- Systems Integration, which

includes the Indian delivery channel

and First Banking Systems (FBS).

experienced steady growth of 23% to

£151m.

- Enterprise Solutions increased

turnover by 136% to 俉48.6m. ofwhich

俉10.7m results from the inclusion of

Synergy International (acquired in Apr.

01). Total contribution from the

Enterprise Solutions unit has moved

fromalossofEZAmtoapro t off24.7m.

- Xansa Recruitment saw

exceptional growth in turnover to

£27.9rn - up 67% overthe same period

last year.

~ The new Business Process

Management (BPM) business was

launched in October, with BT as its

proposed foundation client. BT has

announced its intention to outsource

to Xansa the majority of its shared

nancial accounting processes. The

proposed contract. valued at c2250m.

Xansa Order Bank Half Year 2002

TOTAL = £817M

9%

38%
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FINDING THE XANSA

will be for seven years and involve the transfer of approximately 500 people to Xansa.

But

r The market for Business Change had been affected by deteriorating market

conditions which has shown a decline in turnover of5% to 俉41.9m compared with the

same period last year and a 14% decline compared with the H2 01. This has

impacted utilisation. reducing margins from 16.6% to 2.4% year on year.

- Inthe Systems Integration operation, Xansa lost the renewal otthe DfES contract

" despite pricing our rebid very keen/y".

- In the Recruitment operation "the marketis currently experiencing a downturn

and the business is expected to revert to its previous leve

Because of "worsening economic conditions". Xansa has instigated a cost cutting

programme "to reduce costs whilst protecting revenue earning capability". It will

withdraw from the permanent recruitment market, "realign"the Customer Relationship

Management (CRM) resources. "rationalise" management and sales activities. and

"down-size" its Business Change unit to re ect anticipated demand overthe next 1 2

months.

☜The cost ofthis programme has now increasedand will be in the order of£8.5m.

the vast majority of which falls in the second ha/fyear. and which will be taken as an

exceptional item.☝ Annualised savings from this programme will be in excess of

215m, The number of employees affected by the changes totals some 250 people,

representing about 4% of Xansa's total headcount.

Hilary Cropper. CE. commented. "The immediate future is hard to read Post 1 1th

September. the initial reaction Ofmany organisations was to cut discretionary spend

Whilst there are some signs that this factor will ease, there has been an effect on the

business forecasts for the current period. particulariy in the area ofBusiness Change

consulting. We now expect the turnover from Business Change in the full year to be

approximately 20% down resulting in a breakeven contribution from this unit. mWhi/st

taking a cautious view of the coming months. the Board remains con dent that the

actions it has taken along with the company☂s prospects forfurthergrowth will underpin

management expectations for nextyear and will continue to increase shareholder

value in the future."

Comment ♥ We had a chatwith Hilary Cropper on the day of the results Xansa

is both suffering. AND bene ting. from the pretty significant changes which have

affected our market of late. Suffering, like everyone else. because there has been a

pretty dramatic fall-oft in the number of new projects due to both the current economic

environment and the aftermath of Sept 1 1th. If you are heavily into front-end IT

consultancy (e.g. CGEY) you will be hurting,

On the other hand. ifyou have long term contracts and relationships - the kind

which come from outsourcing, application management and BPO

- you will not only be retaining that business but be able to take

advantage of new opportunities presented by the current climate.

Xansa has every opportunity to make up in outsourcing what it

loses in IT consultancy. But that requires painful changes, which

they seem to be willing to address,

Let☂s just remember that Xansa has an order bank (with BT etc)

53% of E817m. up 56% on the year and well in excess of one year☂s

revenue. Cropper has every reason to be. 'i/ery pleased with the

pipeline". That 's a pretty appealing asset in these times. Indeed.

this month. Xansa announced a new E15m/3 yr contract with

  

I1 year I 2-3 years I4 years and over

  

Tesco.
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In the six months to 30m Sep. 01. Hedra, the IT and management

consultancy, achieved exceptional turnover growth of 108.2% to ICT

£8,6m. Core turnover increased by 83% to £4.6m, and turnover

generated from the Cathedral Consortium contributed 47% of total

turnover. Hedra☂s ore-tax pro t increased by 90.3% to £726K,

with core Hedra pro t increasing by 54.4% and pro t as a result of

the Cathedral Consortium increasing by 171%.

All of Hedra's ☁practice areas' were pro table, except for the new area of

business change, which reported a £10K loss. However, the business change

business is now pro table. All of the other ☁practice areas' had pro t margins of

20-25% before consideration of overheads. Business won through the

Cathedral Consortium showed a profit margin of just 8%.

Hedra has experienced phenomenal growth over the past couple of years.

As recently as Jan. 00, it had just 9 employees (it now boasts 31). Much of its

recent success can be linked to its involvement as prime contractor in the

Cathedral Consortium. Its involvement has allowed Hedra to punch above its

weight and slowly (actually, not that slowly!) increase the size and complexity of

projects it bids for, both through the consortium and off its own back.

Hedra wants to be in a position to consider a otation in 2004/05 and is

looking to reach turnover of £30m by then. At current growth rates this is a

more than achievable target. However, Hedra☂s pro t margin is currently being

squeezed as it invests for the future and grows at an exceptionally fast rate.

Total

Partnerships

Total

Business strategy

Procurement

PHENOMENAL GROWTH AT HEDRA

Turnover for six months to 30th Sep. 01

e-govemment £1,503,021
£1,884,275

£97,344
£1,098,275
£4,532,915
£3,991,047
£8,573,962

The only fear we have for Hedra is

that it is growing too fast. At the

current revenue/employee rate,

Hedra would need to treble its

workforce to meet its 2004/05

targets. On top of that. it intends to

reduce its dependency on

contractors, which will push up

overheads. However. Hedra has a

superb history of revenue and pro t

growth, and with the experience of

the current management team, it is

better equipped than many to

manage the current growth,

MIXED RESULTS FROM COMPUTACENTER
[ampufacenrer

 

In its recent trading update

Computacenter (CC) reported that

conditions in the markets in which it

operates have been "somewhat

worse" than expected at the time of

the interims. From a positive 01

start, market conditions

deteriorated in 02 and slipped

further during H2. This has resulted

in product sales declining 28% on

H1 in the UK. But on the good news

front, CC's continued focus upon

services has provided the company

with some resilience during the

downturn. Indeed CC saw ☜modest

growt " from its managed service

contract base (now believed to

worth just over 俉100m). This in

turn increased demand for its

professional services. CEO, Mike

Norris, also reported that the service

sales which have traditionally been

reliant upon initial product sales are

now, in some cases, being sold

independently of product.

On the international front, France has delivered good growth, although the

real test here will be the integration of its recent GECITS' acquisition, which will

see its headcount increase by onethird. in the UK the figure is just 10%. At last

CC has rid itself of its loss making German operation. We were rather hoping

to hear of the demise of Biomni, its joint venture with Computasoft. Alas that

was not to be. The best that CC could say was that losses will continue to

lessen but that it won't break even in 2002.

Margin has declined over the group as a whole, not just because of

disappointing product sales but as a result of CC's overall business mix. So

whilst CC's government business performed well, the margins that the division

generates are generally lower than those in the commercial sector, which

delivered a "mixed" performance, and the nance and telco sectors Where the

performance was ☜poor☝. In addition, its higher margin vendors such as Sun

saw a decline in business, whilst the lower margin ones such as Microsoft and

Dell saw over 20% plus growth. CC assumes that there will be a continued

margin decline but that this will not be as dramatic in the future,

On the outlook, Mike Norris felt it was too ☜fancifuf☂ to predict at this time.

The company reports that it has a good services pipeline , and is, "sitting on a

few large opportunities", as opposed to many small ones, but the earliest we

could expect to hear anything of these would be around the time of the

preliminaries. In the last quarter the company was starting to see reasonable

signs of recoven/ from the large telcos, but city based financial sen/ices

companies continued to decline in Q4,



f: Spring

Spring's interims for the six months ended 31 st Oct. 01 revealed

turnover from continuing operations up 8.2% to £171 .5m (total

turnover was down 10.6%) but LBT deepened to £8.3m (£4,9m

for the comparable period in 2000). Loss Per Share also deepened

to 5.65p (2.73p).

Jon Chait, Chairman and Chief Executive commented, "Whilst

we are pleased with the progress we have made. the period was a

challenging one. On the positive side, we put in place new

management teams at [TR lTTand (TS and these teams have made

substantial headway. However, the markets in which the Group

operates were difficult and deteriorated in Octoberand have declined

"sai☁iagveiau'pi☁v ☁
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NO GREEN SHOOTS FOR SPRING

Turnover Em

Interims: 31 st Oct 2001 7 200° 7 Chmge

UK IT Staf ng 131.9V 116.0 13.7%
Spring lT Personnel 120.0 100.6 19.3%

SpnngConnect 7.1 8.3 445%

Spring IT Solutions 4.8 7.1 -32.4%

us IT Staffing 0.0 7 ' b.0-
lT Training 95 11.7 48.8%,

Spring Personnel 30.1 30.8 2.3%

further in subsequent months".

Comment: it was a mixed bag of results from Spring, with

revenue declining across all lines of business during the period, except

theSpring lT Personnel (Spring's core supply of contractors via

Preferred Supplier Agreements), which posted a 19% increase. it

moved from an operating loss of £1 .4m to an operating pro t (pre♥exceptionals)

of 22m.

SpringConnect (ad hoc, higher margin placements of contractors, and

international business) went from profit to loss as turnover declined 15%, and

hy-phen (Spring☂s Workforce Management Solutions offering), which had yet

to generate any revenue, incurred costs of 俉0.6m. However Spring was able

to report that since the end of the period it has secured athree»year contract

as master vendor with Barclays Bank, using its online workforce management

solution. ltwas not able to put a speci c value on the contract, but commented

that it had already seen a 10% increase in revenue derived from the account

since the arrangement started.

Spring's IT Solutions activities, now grouped under UK IT staf ng, saw

revenue decrease as it renegotiated contracts with all customers to improve

contract terms and lengths. At least it remained pro table, with operating
profit (pre-exceptionals) unchanged at EZOOK. Spring Personnel's revenue

(from general staf ng) dipped a couple of percentage points, and the margin
slipped to just below 7%.

Once again, it was the IT Training operation that won the wooden spoon,

with declining revenues (down cl 9%) and deepening losses (£1 .3m on turnover

of £9.5m). We appreciate that Spring has appointed new management to turn

around its troubled IT training operation (indeed it hired Ron Orme, former MD

of Parity's pro table training division. in July) and has recently added three new

directors to the training team, but we have been saying for awhile now that the
operation is a distraction from the core IT and general staf ng businesses, and

should be xed or exited.

Meanwhile Spring's plans to develop IT staf ng activities in the US (home

territory for Jon Chait) have been curbed by the downturn in the economy. The

sen/ice was launched in H2 with start-up costs of £1 .5m but revenue has yet

to materialise. Given the situation in the US the intended scale of the operation

has been reduced, and £1 .Sm has been written off (restructuring, reorganisation

and exiting property in the US), That's a cost Spring could do without.

But more important than past performance, it's the outlook that gives

cause for concern, and results for the year to Dec. 02 (Spring's new FYE) are

anticipated to come in "material/y below☝ previous eXpECtations. in these

Head Office _;, _1♥
8.2%   71.5 158.5

 

circumstances, Chait☂s decision to

dispose of two non-core operations

back in Dec. 00, raising c272m, was

an astute move, for it has give

Spring a comfortable cash pile (now

£50m) to see it back to profitability

(last enjoyed in 1999). We

understand that the company has

investigated a number of acquisition

opportunities during 2001, and

some have got as far as due

diligence. However none have come

to fruition. Right now, we reckon

Spring has got enough to contend

with, without integrating any

acquisitions.

The shares fell 14% on the day

of the interims, and ended the month

down 16%.
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☜g HOPING FOR A REVOLUTION IN THE ASP MARKET

iRevolution, the ASP specialist

that oated in Jul. 01 , has announced

results for the year ended 30'h Sep.

01 . Turnover is given for the previous

17 months ♥ the last year end was

way back in 30'h Apr. 00. Revenue

was £6.4m (96.1 m on-going),

compared with £2.0m, which the

company claims is a 65% year-on-

year growth, butwe're not sure how

they work that out. Loss before tax

was 242m, compared with a PET

of EBOBK, and loss per share was

14.5p, compared with an EPS of 1 p

for the 2000 year end.

The increase in turnover was put

down to thegrowth in the part of me

business providing software asa

service (or ASP as everyone else calls

it), whilst the loss was attributed to

investment for growth. The group

ended the year with net bank

balances of 俉4.3m ☁With which to fund

its activities until it becomes cash

generative".

 

Computacenter☂s arch rival,

Specialist Computer Holdings

(SCH), has been in the press recently

over concerns that it "signi cantly

increased borrowings to help nance

its takeover campaign☝. Readers will

recall that SCH acquired Info☂

Products and Compel's reseller

business during 01. Whilst these

acquisitions led to SCH having

overdrafts and bank loans totalling

£30.6m (up from 21 Am), the result on

turnover was pretty spectacular; a

140% increase to £1.4bn with PBT

increasing 150% to £30.7m.

view, the amount of borrowings in the

context of the group☂s wider nancial

position are a pin prick.

CEO Peter Fligbywantsto maintain

In our

Tony Caplin, Chairman, commented "The wellchronicledslowdown in ITspend,

coupled with the protracted reverse takeoverprocess impacted on the Group☂s

growth over the second halfof2001 . However, in the medium term there remains

con dence within the industry that the delivery ofSoftware asa Service (SaaS) will

show substantial growt "

If it☂s slipped your memory, iRevqution was Integration Ltd. the systems

integration and, more latterly, ASP, founded in 1992. It reversed into listed

engineering group SEP in mid-2001 and changed its name to iRevolution Group.

With the results announcement there were details of the sale of Fund

Management Services Ltd to Unedata Services for E7OOK cash. The sale of

the softwareand sen/ices company represents the end of the disposal programme

following the SEP deal,

Comment - It was unfortunate (to be kind) for iRevolution that it chose 2001

to restructure the business. The whole process took longer than expected and

must have distracted a lot ofattention at a time when everyone's eyes needed to

be on the ball. The company has, since year end, undergone some more

restructuring to reduce costs, but much may depend on the rate of cash burn

over the coming months.

We would agree with the view that the ASP market will show substantial

growth ♥ itwouldn☁t take much to grow rapidly from its current small size. But we

have met few (if any) that were prepared to put money on when it will really take

off, the nature of the services that will be popular and who will actually make the

money from the sen/ices. In the mean time, iFlevolution has its SI business to call

on, but that's a market not exactly thriving at the moment.

STILL KEEPING A TIGHT REIN

control over his company and doesn☂t want venture capitalists or anyone else diluting

his shareholding (now around 85%); such borrowing is an astute way of funding

expansion. Indeed this is a stance that Rigby hastaken since he founded SCH in the

mid-70s. Being privately owned, and therefore not paper rich, means that Rigby is

somewhat more restricted on purchasing opportunities. We could debate forever

how big SCH would betoday had it had more money to play around with. That said,

Computacenter (see page 6), SCH☂s main rival in the reseller market with revenues of

just under £2bn had done very little on the acquisition front of late. It was pipped to the

post by SCH for Compelsource early in 2001 and it was only in the last couple of

months ofits nancial yearthat it acquired G E Capital IT Solutions (GECITS) inthe

UK and France, ☁selling☂ its loss-making German operation to GECITS as part ofthe

deal.

Indeed one of the major differences between SCH and Computacenter is the

revenue mix. Through the acquisition of Info'Products, 41% of revenues now come

from outside the UK, compared to around 7% in 2000. This can be compared to

Computacenterwhose revenues for year ended Dec. 00 showed Europe contributing

just 15% to its group revenues. At a time when both companies seem to be engaging

in customer swapping as a means to growth. could this be how the companies will

choose to differentiate themselves in the future?
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  IBM 's 04 results were not surprisingly the worst of the year, but
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still ahead of expectations. The results were followed later in the 7) 01 l ( 04 '

month by the news that Louis Gerstner is to step down from his ,___ ELL??? _._ - {☁9i;
-- ☁ Hardware 1 8.5 l . 8.7 .position as CEO (you can read our Views on Gerstner on Hotnews Software 1 29 mi Yam♥.1 3'2 7 33%

(80th Jan 02)) . Revenue totalled $22.8bn. down 11% (8% at Other _ t H L1 1 1.1 2 1☁2 ☁

constant currency). Net income was $2.3bn, a 13% fall. EMEAwas Total? w L 31771721 Lgas (7 L 22.8 _

 

ahead of the other regions, downjust 6% to $6.9bn.

As you would expect by now, Global Services led the business. but in the context of

the current market that meant revenue was down 1% (up 1 % at constant currency) to

$9.1 bn (compared with a 24% decline in hardware revenue). We don't need to tell you

that outsourcing was the star of G8, with a growth of 6%.

IBM see things getting betterforglobal services - there were $15bn of new contracts

signed in Q4 and the total services backlog at YE 01 was a massive $102bn. Louis

Gerstner, chaimtan and CEO. remained cautious, though, ☜business conditionsremain

dif cult as we enter the new year, although we believe that ourbusiness will strengthen

as We move through the year☝,

Forthe full year, revenue was $85.9bn, down 3% (up 1% at constant currency). Net

incomewas $7.7bn, compared with $8.1 bn last year, with diluted EPS down from $4.44

to $4.35. By geography, in the Americas. revenues were down 3%, EMEA tell 1% to

$24bn (up 3% at constant currency), whilst Asia/Pac fell 2% (up 8%) to $17.2bn. OEM

was down7% to $7.2bn.

Global services revenue was $35bn, up 5% (10% at constant currency). Services

even managed to increase gross margin by 0.8%, By comparison, hardware was down

12% t0 $33.4bn and software totalled $1 2.9bn, up 3%.

Comment - IBM Global Services really has come of age this year ♥ it is now the

largest business unit and accounted for 41 % ofthe year's revenue (compared to 39%

for harm/are). IBM's move from hardware monolith to primarily services supplier, with lots

of useful long-term and repeat business, has been achieved, and what ayear to do it in.

It☂s not all plain sailing, but IBM is much nearerthe right place at the right time.

The table shows how the year panned out for the various business areas, and just

how much more dependable service

revenues proved, Whilst hardware

slumped significantly in 03 and

recovered somewhat in Q4, Global

Services remained on an even keel.

Imagine fora moment the state the

company would be in now if Gerstner

had not started steeringthe supertanker

in a different direction not so many years

ago. In fact the image that springs to

mind is of a combined HP/Compaq ♥

all struggling haroWare and no services

to speak ot.

IBM's results also point to an

improving servicessector. Otthe £15bn

of new contracts signed in 04, most

were apparentlytowards the end of the

quarter. In the analysts brie ng the

company was bullish about services,

with expectations ofdouble digit growth

in 2002.

♥SERVICES PULSE STILL BEATS AT COMPAQ
COMP/Ia.
_

Compaq☂s full year results made pretty depressing reading except for, you guessed

it. services! Total revenues for the year ended 31st Dec. 01 fell 21% to $88.6bn,

accompanied by a pre-tax loss of $773m, compared to the prior year's pre♥tax pro t of

$875m. It was of course Compaq's hardware business that was all over the oor

Enterprise Computing (servers at al) revenue fell 25% to $10,7bn and scraped in with a

$163m operating pro t. However. Access (desktop et al) revenue fell 26% to $15.2bn

and a previously wafer-thin operating pro t of $1 45m turned into a $587m loss.

But it was Compaq Global Services (CGS) that bucked the trend, with revenue up

4% to $7.8bn but, critically, operating pro t up 20% to $1 .1bn, improving operating

margins from 1 1 .8% to 13.6%. But there is a catch! CGS isn't just IT services♥ it also

includes Compaq's nancial services (eg. leasing) so it's hard to tell what the 'real☁ IT

services numbers are. However, they did say that all IT services areas other than systems

integration showed revenue increases. Services now represents 20% of Compaq☂stotal

revenue, up from 16%.

At a regional level, EMEA revenue fell 14% to $12.2bn. which was better by half

than the 29% tall in US revenue. We suppose that'sthe good news.

Comment: IBM they ain't ♥ and

neverwill be, with orwithout Hewlett-

Packard . But there is still a fairiy strong

pulse in the 'old☂ Digital lT services

business, centred around support

services and infrastructure outsourcing,

which Compaq has fortunately failed to

still. This is also the strong suit for HP☁s

services business, which is why we

believe that the best thing HP and

Compaq could actually do isto spin out

and merge their services operations

before they are left completely helpless

in the aftermath of the proposed

shotgun wedding between the

companies.
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Microsoft has announced its

Q2 results for the period ended 31 st

Dec. 01. Revenue rose 18% to

$7.7bn, but operating pro t fell 14%

to $2.8bn following legal charges

of $660m. Commenting on the

results, John Connors CFO said

"While we are pleased with our

results this quarter, we are

concerned about the health of the

global economy and have yet to see

a recovery in many of the world☂s

largest markets☝. Microsoft

attributed three product launches

to the "record revenues"

~ Windows XP was hailed as the

Electronic Data Processing

(EDP) ☜the largest iT solution

provider to the UK independent

builders and timber merchants

marketplace☝, announced its results

for the year ended 30th Sep. 01,

Turnover increased 25% to

£10.4m, but a PET of £1.1m was

converted to a LBT of £306K, and

an EPS of 2.73p became a loss per

share of 1 .14p. Commenting on the

outlook, CEO Richard Jowitt, said:

"It is our view that business will

remain extreme/y tough for the

foreseeable future and our focus is

on ensuring absolute control of our

costs as the growth in the economy

is forecast to weaken. The dif cult

trading environment in the IT

services sector may create further

acquisition opportunities for the

Group to expand its existing high

quality customer base".

Comment: It's really hard to

know what more we can say about

EDP. For many years we criticised

them for sitting on their hands (and

cash pile) in what seemed to us to

be apretty moribund VAR business

"most successful Windows launch

ever", certainly desktop platform

revenue rose 12% to £2.6bn

compared to the comparable period

in 2000☁ Microsoft reports that over

17m copies have now been sold.

- The Xbox video game

contributed $1.2bn (up 137%) to

the revenues of the consumer

software. services and devices,

which accounted for 015% of total

revenue up from 7% last year. The

product has still to be launched in

Europe, Japan and Australia. MSN

which also reports under the

THE BATTLE LINES ARE STILL BEING DRAWN

☜experienced strong growt ".

in terms of regional breakdown

EMEA revenues fell 1% to $1 .4bn -

18% of total revenue, South Paci c

and Americas rose 39% to $3.2bn.

It☂s a good start to the year.

Microsoft has been able to cushion

itself against falling desktop

application sales through its

consumer product lines. Although

it is interesting to note that the other

focus area for Microsoft, enterprise

software and sen/ices, increased

only slightly by 3.5% this quarter,

the battle lines are still being drawn!

consumer software banner

EDP ♥ A CASE OF ☁CHARISMA BYPASS☂

Electronic Data Processing

10 year Revenue and PET Record

2,th Relative to 1992
as...
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And each year there was a different excuse as to why they weren't going

anywhere. Their core solutions were (and still are) Charisma (for the engineering

and tool distribution industry) and Merchant (general wholesale/distributor)

products. The internet seemed to spur them into action and in 1999 they

jumped on the ISP bandwagon, launching a ☁free' ISP (fastfreenet.com). Then

in 2000 they finally took the plunge and bought a couple of loss»making

companies (Disys and BOT) supplying software for builders and timber

merchants (now apparently both pro table). They also sniffed around Pegasus

but thought better of it. Oh, they also have some middleware products and

they offer application and web hosting services too. All this in a E10m revenue

company, of which nearly 24m comes from hardware, engineering maintenance

and network services. 80 it's not surprising (to us, at least) that they☂re now

losing money! Well, at least they still have 26m in the bank (and a considerable

property portfolio), so ... haven☂t we been here before? Back in 1993 EDP was

one of our ☜wonder stocks☂ when their share price hit 230p. Now their shares

are languishing around the 40p mark having bumped around most of the past

several years at under 521 . ☁Nuff said,

1
4
-
.
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UK OUTSOURCING DEALS BOOST UNISYS

 

Veteran systems vendor-turning-services supplier Unisys has announced full

year results. Total revenues for the year ended 31st Dec. 01 dropped 1% to

$6.02bn, operating pro ts fell 52% $270.1 m and pretax pro t fell 55% to

$229,8m. On the bright side, services showed an improving trend, with revenue

up 5% to $4.4bn. However, gross margin on services fell from 23.3% to 19.7%,

although operating margins moved up from 1.8% to 2.1%.

Not surprisingly, outsourcing was the driver, with revenue up 10%.indeed,

Unisys signed c$1bn of outsourcing deals in the UK alone, What's more, Unisys

booked over $600m in BPO deals in 04. Systems integration and consulting

markets "remain weak" although orders ofSl in 04 showed "very strong growth".

Comment: Unisys has made tremendous strides in turning itself into a services

led business. Indeed, nearly three-quarters of its revenues now comes from

services, up from 69% the year prior. Unisys☁ strength (including here in the UK) is

still mainly in the nancial services

sector. especially cheque/payment

processing. Given the intense interest

in this type of back<of ce BPO from

the usual ♥ and unusual ♥ BPO

suspects, Unisys will have to ght

hard to protect its turt♥ and/or try to

expand beyond their financial

services comfort zone. Neither path

will be easy, but Unisys seems to be

amazingly resilient after many had

written them off as a basket case.

.17. OA - THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
46.: M

GA has announced its preliminary results for the year ended 30☂h
_ I QA plc ..._ .,T!☁".☁9Ye'£'!☁ , ..

Nov. 01. In what was described as a "challenging" year, turnoverfrom FYE: 30m Nov 2001 2000 Change

continuing Operationstell 6% to $253.1 m. LBT ☁improved☂ from 俉17.4mto ai i'ng aigi☂s☂i'o 39.1☝ 403' ' ' 4.2%

21 .2m and loss pershare also ☁improved' to 0.8p (18.4p). Of QA☂s two Consulting & other 140 _ 15.6 40.3%

divisions, training, which accounts for almost three quarters of revenue Continuing Ops 53.1 56.4 5.9%

(from continuing operations) fared slightly better - with a 4% fall in Discontinued Ops 2.2 I 84.3

revenues. Consulting (the old Pontis technical consulting business, _ . .

coupled with human capital development and training consulting) saw

revenues fall 10%,

Commenting on the outlook, Chairman, Keith Burgess, said, ☜QA ante/ed the current

yearbetterstructured andprepared to be success J/ in its market than forsome time. . .

We are Wei/positioned to withstand the currentadverse market conditions and. from our

position ofmarket leadership, take pro table advantage 0/ the upturn when it comes".

Comment: The perennial problem for QA, as iorall training businesses. is that when

Conditions are tough many companies cut training budgets. Training, as QA recognises.

will always be viewed as ☜discretionary expenditure". Having enjoyed buoyant conditions

until March, QA found things increasingly tough as the yearwent on, and 04 (which had

historically delivered a third of revenue) was disappointing, The result was losses forthe

second year running.

Despite a 20% reduction in headcount since May and the consolidation oftraining

Premises, QA did not cut its costs in line with the fall in revenue. Going ionNard, annualised

seem has been reduced by more than 95m, and. with a high degree of xed costs, any

improvement in trading will be "re ected immediately in improved nancial results".

We approve of many of the changes that Keith Burgess has instigated at QA. since

JOininQ as Exec Chairman in Nov. 00; changes designed to move the company into

hiEther-value, longer-term relationships with its customer base. To carry through the

vision. Burgess has hired a new management team. Indeed the only surviving board

member from the time of Burgess☂ arrival is FD Colin Gibson. QA☂s ☁journey' from

transaction♥based salesto solutions sales is not yet complete, but the management

team is all on board, and has tickets for the same destination. One thing is certain,

Burgesswill not be carrying any passengers!

Ouronly criticism is that GA is not astransparent in its reporting as it used to be. It

TQTAL, ,, 55-9,. . 190-1, , mm

used to reveal operating pro t for each

of its lines of business; this is no longer

the case. FY00 showed an operating

pro t margin (pre exceptionals, intemet

project costs. goodwill and central

costs) of 21 .6% for the training division

and 22.5% for technical consulting

(what was then Pontis). Admittedly QA

has since restated 2000's number

(signi cantly reducing operating pro t)

and now bundles all consulting under

one banner, but this doesn't explain its

reluctance to reveal the undenying

pro tability ofthe two activities.

What we do know is that QA☂s

continuing operatinswere pro table in

the period, albeit at a modest 5.8%

margin. The £4,4m goodwill ansing from

the acquisition of Learning

Management astemscompany DMT

in Jun. 00 (a misguided acquisition in

ourview) kept QA inthe red.
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  Schlumberger ema MYSTERY
» Oil eld services supplier Schlumberger has announced its preliminary results for

the year ended 31st Dec. 01, Revenue rose 43% to $13.7bn (this includes the

acquisition of Sema), income (before exceptionals) rose 1 1% to $819m, but including

exceptionals fell 29% to $522m. The company reportsthat, ☜theintegra 'on ofSema

into Sch/umbergerhas progressed wel and that it expects, ☜to foresee the continued

improvement in SchlumbergerSema pro tability during the coming yeaf☁. Indeed

SchlumbergerSema reported revenues (reclassi ed, for comparative purposes) of

$3bn, up 190% on 2000 with a pretax operating pro t up 130% to $28m- The

company didn't provide a breakdown of revenue for each activity for

SchlumbergerSema, but reported that:-

☁ Telecom revenue increased due to growth in Europe and Latin America for

consulting and systems integration services

r Card revenue was at year-on»year.

- Global services revenue grew due to "strong growth in business continuity and

outsourcing services in Asia and the UK

a Contract wins included a two year contract extension with Scotland's NHS to

provided managed lT services for the community health index and a contract to

supply contactless cards for a card-based ticketing and revenue collection system for

London Underground and bus system.

Comment: SchlurnbergerSema's ☁spectacular☂ results aren☂t quite as they seem,

as the "190%" revenue increase involves some jiggery-pokery to account for the

effect of acquisitions, A better measure of the Sema we knew and loved can be

SCHLUMBERGERSEMA RESULTS A BIT OF A

gleaned from a trading statement

Schlumberger issued in Jun. 01 , just

two months after Schlumberger

acquired Sema, inwhich they reported

that ☜revenue for the businesses

acquired with Sema pic is lower than

previously estimated. Pretax operating

income, before amortisation of

intangibles, is expected to be

breakeven for the first six months

following the acquisition". The

problems were put down to ☜the global

slowdown in the telecommunications

industry and a further weakening of

the European currency against the US

dolla '. The same trading statement

put Sema's revenue in 2000 at $2.4bn

♥ andforthe record, we had a gure of

c21.5bn, so it's kind of consistent.

Anyway, we're trying to get a

breakdown of the numbers sowe can

really see what's been going on.

ACCENTUATlNG THE POSITIVE

Autonomy

 

Autonomy Corporation has released results for the year ending 31 st Dec.

01, revealing revenues down 19.6% to $52.6m. However, revenue in Q4

increased from $10.3m in Q3, to $13.5m. PBT for the full year was $13.3m,

and diluted EPS was $0.07, down from $0.11. Dr Mike Lynch, CEO,

commented on the results, ☜Despite very dif cult trading conditions during the

year, our business model has ensured continued profitability and cash

generation, We believe these results confirm that the third quarter 2001 was

the bottom of this market as far as Autonomy was concerned. Throughout

the fourth quarter we saw a slow yet consistentincrease in visibility, as we had

in the third quarter, which continues to provide us with Significant encouragement

about the future".

Comment ♥ As a preliminary brie ng, Autonomy's presentation would

have made a great quarterly overview. The focus was all on 04☁s results, Q4

results were very good, particularly against the poor performance of Q2 and

03 and, for Autonomy at least, signaled that the "ice is beginning to thaw".

However, comparisons between FY 00 and FY 01 are difficult because of the

lack of comparative information and the fact that Autonomy was very selective

with the information it released. The main highlights aret~

- 35% of revenue came from repeat customers either finding additional

uses for the product or increasing the number of users.

' In terms of geographic breakdown the US generated $5.8m (40%) of

total revenues, down 44% on last year. The UK and Europe generated $7.2m

(54%) down 39% and the rest of the world accounted for $1m ($130K in

2000r

☁ The company has withdrawn

from any direct sales. Revenue is

now delivered by its indirect

partners, such as IBM Global

services, POD sales, which are

Autonomy ☁plug-ins☂ for other

vendors applications such as

Siebel, IBM and SAP and through

OEM sales. The OEM channel

delivered 10% of yearly revenue

($5.26m by our reckoning), with

OEM royalty payments up by 51%.

On the outlook for next yearall

Mike Lynch would say was he

expected to see ☜moderate

sequential growth". Apparently

Autonomy is expecting a

"significant" amount of delayed US

federal business in 01 (no gures

given though!) Visibilityis improving

and larger deals are appearing again.

So that☁s a very cautiously

optimistic outlook then!
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.w. RESILIENCE THROUGH RECURRING REVENUES
3%

Misys' results for the six months to 30th Nov.

01 reveal an increase in turnover of 18% to 俉480.2m,

PBT of 俉2.3m ncluding £21.5m of exceptional costs)

Misys Geographic Breakdown H1 02

Total Revenue = £480.2m (£413.0m)

 

compared to a PET of £37.4m for the comparable Other Discorlitinued
. . , ,, operat ons UK

six months, and a diluted loss per share of 0.1p Ame cas ☜44/0 mam

compared to EPS of 4.7p in 2000. The operating    5% (5%)
exceptionals relate to the integration of acquisitions

made in the rst half of 98m and the cost reduction

programme, mainly within the Banking and Securities

division, of £1 Om. Kevin Lomax, Chairman,

commented, ☜In what continues to be a somewhat

uncertain period for the world economy, we would

emphasise the benefits of our internationally

diversified customer base and the spread of the

Group ☂s activities. With the resilient nature of our recurring revenues, strong

cash flow, and significant medium term borrowing facilities in place, the Group

is well positioned to make acquisitions in its chosen elds where valuations are,

in many cases, at more reasonable levels than for some time".

Comment The 18% increase in revenues was all due to the effect of the

acquisitions of Sunquest Information Systems and D38 Management earlier

in the year, indeed organic growth was ♥1%.

In terms of divisional activity:-

Banking and securities generated £154.4m, 32% of total sales, down

6.5% for the comparable period in 2000, and made an operating pro t of

£12.4m (£33.9m in 2000). The division was particularly affected by poor

performance in the securities sector especially in its Asian market which

accounted for almost all of the shortfall. Initial Licence Fees (ILF) order intake

was down by 14% to £24m, which had a knock-0n effect on professional

services which, at £47m, was 9% down. Maintenance revenues, however

rose 9% to EBlm. Misys believes that the banks can only defer IT spending

decisions for a nite period and that period should come to an end sometime

around H2 02.

The healthcare division accounted for 27% of group revenues at £1 30,4m,

up 49% on last year and £7.5m operating pro t (down from £15.9m). The

results bene ted from the Sunquest acquisition which contributed £29m revenue

and ESm operation pro t. Overall the division is seeing increased demand for

IT solutions and the company expects a "goodperformance" in 02

Meanwhile the nancial services division generated £195.4m (40% of

revenues) but made an operating loss of 俉2.8m. Revenues would have fallen

had it not been for the Aug. 01 acquisition of DBS which contributed £49m to

overall revenues but nothing to the operating pro t, Its 828 business incurred

losses of 24m in the rst half (including 92m in AssureSoft). However, through

the agreement that Misys signed with three life and pensions providers, the

costs of supporting Assuresoft should be lessened and should help the division

return to operating pro t. Misys is expecting good progress in H2.

Revenue breakdown (incl. acquisitions) is shown in the table.

Had it not been for the acquisition, ILF would have been down

by 12% and professional services would have been down by 8%.

Misys' diverse market, geographic base and revenue mix allows

Asia Paci c

33% (28%)

lAcxivity
liLF

iHardware

 

Europe

9% (10%)

☁Maintenance
iTransaclion Processing
,iProlessional Services

United Kingdom

50% (48%)

the company to spread its risk and

provide cushioning when the going

gets tough. However such diversity

requires prudent management and

Misys is able to deliver this.

The company isn☁t alone as a

software vendor in suffering from

falling/declining new licence

revenues ♥ but it is doing all the right

things to address this. One of our

favourite themes is recurring

revenues and Misys demonstrates

this in abundance. The fall in ILF can

be cushioned by its high proportion

of recurring revenues » 82.9%.

Granted, professional sen/ices is

suffering, but maintenance is holding

its own and transactional

processing is also increasing. The

other option for growth which is

open to Misys is acquisitions. Misys

is a past master at these - indeed

Kevin Lomax commented that the

company could be back on the

acquisition trail as there are currently

bargains to be had. The going may

be tough but Misys is well placed to

meet these challenges ♥ other

software companies should take

note!

Revenue Change

£62m Static

£1 1 m 20%

£228m 25%

俉59m -2%

EABDm 3396'
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By the time you read this edition

of SYSTEMHOUSE we may (or

may not) know the ultimate fate of

failed payroll-bureau-to-enterprise

software vendor Cedar Group,

which is under offer from Redac

(yes, another anagram), a buyout

vehicle for V0 firm Alchemy. The

agreed bid was announced on 7m

Jan. 02 at 5p per share, valuing

Cedar at a mere £3.8m. The current

Cedar directors have said that it the

deal does not go ahead there would

be little option but to instigate

insolvency proceedings. Cedar☂s

bank seems to be playing ball with

this offer. It has made a £1 Om facility

immediately available and seems to

be willing to write off part of the

£38m net debt of the group. Better

something back than nothing! The

cut-off date for the deal is 4th Feb.

01 and Alchemy has been forced to

acquire 1.4m shares to secure the

takoever.

Alchemy will own 100% of the

shares initially but intends that

11.5% of the equity will pass to the

senior management (present and

future) by way of options and equity.

The current CEO, (ex-Oracle) Mike

Harrison will leave with r£137,500

compensation being six months

salary (hewas entitled to one year).

He will act as a consultant to the

group at 俉12K per month and will

get 0.5% equity in the new

company, The Bank gets 4% for its

help!

Alchemy☂s John Molton will

become the Chairman of the new

operation, We understand that they

do not intend to appoint a new CEO

at the moment as they believe the

second tier management of Cedar

is pretty competent.

Alchemy has three other S/ITS

investments of which our readers

will be familiar - Radius, Sanderson

and Datapoint. All companies that

they have taken private and seem

to have been extremely successful

under the Alchemy umbrella. Cedar

has declared that it too will de-Iist/

become private again once the deal

is concluded,

Meanwhile, and for the record.

Cedar (belatedly again) announced

its interim results for the six months

to 30m Sep. 01☁ in what was

described by Chairman, John

Stanley, as a ☜difficult period",

turnover increased by 177% to

£50.8m (£18.4m restated for the

comparable period in 2000), pre-

tax losses deepened to £58.7m

(£5.8m) as did loss per share to

seep (8.8p).

is IT GOODBYE TO CEDAR AND HELLO TO REDAC?

been "lost" or "deferred", and an

additional 俉14m of "business in

hand" has also been deferred, in line

with Cedars decision earlier this year

to recognise revenues in

accordance with US GAAR

As a result of poor trading the

business was restructured, resulting

in exceptional item costs of☁2162m.

At 30th Sep. 01, Cedar had a net

debt of £31.7m, but since the

period end this had increased to

£38.8m. It reported that it was now

entirely dependent upon the

continued support of its bankers

and had been holding talks in an

attempt to obtain funding as Cedar

Cedar Group plc - Share price history

    
  

   
   

 

    

☁15!.)
Issues ☝all is

400 well' statement

350

300

 

250

200

150

100

The timing of the $72m

Enterprise Solutions Group (ESG)

acquisition in Mar. 00 couldn't have

been worse for Cedar, coinciding

with the US slowdown Whilst the

acquisition boosted turnover, there

was a lower level of productivity and

lower level of cross selling than the

company had anticipated. In

addition, "specific adverse changes"

to the business that Cedar had in

hand at 31st Mar. 01, also

contributed to its poor results -

E119m of licence sales have either

FY results
announcement

   
  Pro ts warning

  

☜Chewy bid
announced

didn't have suf cient working Capital

for its present requirements. The

rest, as they say,

Comment: So what went

wrong? Well, lots of things, really.
But mainly, in our view, it was loss of

direction with (in glorious hindsight)
ill-timed acquisitive moves into the

☁enterprise solutions☁ market.

Let☁s go back in time, Cedar

Group (was Cedardata until Aug.

98) was formed back in 1983 as a

payroll processing bureau. They

were a new issue on the main market

[continued on page fteen]

 



V Mergers}& Acquisitions

  

Buy-r Seller Seller Description Acquiring mice

at scnltwara L "Brainsparir lnlarriel incubator loo-3e Rim 7

ante " ' ' tongn☁co'n's☂otin; ☂ V ' Customerloyalty {067%, V V W Eleni '
management

V ☁ consultancy I

ArgonautCamas Particle Systems Ltd Games developer lama £2.4m cash
and shares

Clearswili Corporation Conlenl☁lechnologles ltom Content security loose £20,5m casn,
Baltimore shares and

loan notes
Fl System Uovo Ltd e-ousiness systems ☁10096 n/a

development

InlerClulJNet Flay-Sport New Media and ☁Sohware and Home 'tsnox
catapultlll sarylcas to sports t

tclubs & events

MBO ,Waalirt ManagementSottwate's Eslale agency ☁inm 'czeoK
:Proparty division ☁

Morse {ISASA Reseller 'ae-aa £1.47m

VPSL ppan Compuiing Oracle 5. Compaq 100% ☁n/a
,. mm pom _, W, dls}"§"☁.°!...,, .. ..

Smanloglk Group lnsigttt'recitnologies Knowledge czaox plus
, managements/w warrants

Forthcoming IP05

llama Aoiivlry ☁t 505 or Dotooln inductau Marital
. ' 7 Jud-x _ ,
Digital Blah Onina Education San/be scs cs TEA
mull/o Eucallun Emmi!le SOIMBIB developer 5C5 SP TEA

K'natic hlotmailon Systems nancial Soiiw are sec 5? MAIN
McClatan rr Consultancy cos :5 TBA
Pttat Media Soltw are lot TV companlas sos sr> AIM
Protectus Consultancy to ac Mainlancnca scs cs TBA
systomc Haallticum Heultllcale tr Solutions csc SP TEA
Illauisllacom a~plocuremenl exchange Dntcom 323 AIM

changrtg Support Services 505 cs MAIN

[continued item page lourtaen]

at 105p in Mar. 94. In Nov. 96, under

new Chairman Sid Cordier, they

moved into call management

software with the purchase of

£1 .5m revenue Teleconnect. There

followed a series of acquisitions of

enterprise software companies like
Canadian CRM software supplier,
Cipher Systems. Orbis Software
(Human Resource Management)
and, as mentioned above, ESG, the
straw that ultimately broke the
camel's back (and you know the
definition of a camel, don't you? A

horse designed by committee!). Add

to this, an ASP service for "all of the

above".

Then in Apr. 01, Cedar was

forced into issuing a statement after

its share price suddenly fell, saying

that the company "is in sound

financial health.....has adequate

committed banking facilities for its

current needs and has no

requirement to restructure its

balance sheet A trading statement

issued three weeks later looked

quite bright, forecasting PBT at

least double over the previous year.

But in Jun 01 came the

bombshell. Cedar announced it

would delay announcement of its

year-end results while it restated its

results according to GAAP, a move

mooted some months prior after

growing market disquiet with their

existing accounting regime. The

results, when they came, were bad.

Although revenue increased by

170% to 俉73.3m, pro-tax losses

increased dramatically to £24.4m

from a restated £3.5m, and loss per

share deepened to 33.8p from

8.5p.

Another profits warning in Sep.

01 sent Cedar's share price

I Apr, 00 llf'AO☁ prlc'evoLCE 54m,

  

Waverly;

SVSTEMHOUSE
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' comment

Masoaotistad Al's recommended cash oriertor
stainsparx valued the lncubatorat a fraction oils

ties Public Secwrdlvision is on the acquisition trait
once again paying cash iorLorien consulting::2.5m
uptrontwitn deferred consideralon payable alter t2m.
Atgonauipaid with castt and 3.5m shares letthe
Shel eld-based company. Particle employs Au start
and was loss-making in its most recent FY.
Clearswilt,a UK-oased sortwara co. picked up
Contentior a snlp ol ttte price maiaalttmote originally
paid (in Oct. OD)ln a £450m all share deall
Fl system is quoted on the Paris stock exchange.
Price paid is dependent on pertorrnance oi the
combined companies In 2002.

InlerCluhNet paid with shares (CEI 50K worm uplronl)

lortrte two companies, which are expected to make
CE1OUK pm l an {BOOK lumollerln year In May 02.

WMS disposed ol its non-core (and loss-making)
estate agency ouslness iorcash.
ln Sep. Morse acquired 51% in the Spanish co with
an option to acquire the remaining shares. it has an
option on the remaining 10% in at 2003.
F'SL paid a mix ol cash and shares lottrta coo strong

snantaa'txBanal.m.ngiaaaalntsaautanonys rrrsi
UK DEM in less) lrom the administrator. The deal
includes warrants over 5m snares. at2.75p,
exercisable alierJan. 03.

. ☁ tacit: Price at Mln'c-a.☂ lPO a"...

the 236 0m 01 2002

the El2.5m Early 2002

lbc the 2002

the 225 cm 2002

the the 01 2002

the £100.0m 2002

the the 2002

the £5.0m 0☁ 2002

the ELOhn 2002

plummeting, and the trend

continued downwards. News in Oct

01 of restructuring measures and a

new contract boosted Cedar☂s

shares by nearly a third to (by then

just) 28p. But it was all too late.

We had been saying for some

time that the Cedar proposition was

an incredibly diverse one,

incorporating CRM, ERP, HR

software, ASP solutions and

consultancy We wanted to see

where its core competency lay, as

we said it stood in danger of being

seen as a ☁Jack of all trades'.

Unfortunately, it now appears to be

☁Master of none'. ironically, payroll

processing (and all things BPO) is

actually the place to be in the current

market ♥ but it would be just too

☁borlng☁ to repeat our oft-quoted

mantra that maybe they should have

just stuck to the knitting!
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Quoted Companies - Results Service
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Note: nghllghted Names lndlcale resulls announced mls month.
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Quoted Companies - Results Service
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REV
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, . .. Pittman: plc . . ..S,tlf!wun pl: 1 _ .
hlevlm-JmDO Flncl~Decm hlenmdmol Comlaon lnlellm-Junm Flnd-Decw InxaIm-Junm Cnrrmkon

REV imolooo 22524000 EZDVWD ☜30.9% REV £10,241000 俉37.857,(XJD ERRLWO 04.9% REV
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Holway/SYSTEMHOUSE 808 Share Prices☁and Capitalisation _7 7   
Share PSR scsr sum pdco Shara pm own-11.11.11: I cum. ☜an

$05 Price Cnpllallnnnn mum Ruin Index movn Blues 11 mnva mnva.1m mava (Em)
on 31.11.1102 swanoz F/E Cnpl av. 51-Jun♥02 31-Dec-01 In 2002 CH-Dsc-m In 2002

Acn'rl'c SP £0.04 £5.2m Loss 3.44 52 41.67% 41.67% £1.54m £1.54m

AFA Syslsrrs SP £1.00 £23.4m Loss 5.45 833 9.29% 9.29% £1.68m £1 .68m

N nirylnlemelHuldrngs CS £3.05 £91.1m Loss 8.06 23462 0.83% 0.83% £9.47m £9.47m

AlTGrmp CS £7.23 £146.7m 37.4 4.33 4817 43.47% -1 3.47% £22.83m -£22.63m

Alphameric SF £1.09 £111.2m 29.0 2.04 500 0.00% 0.00% -20.04m -£0.04m

Allerian SF 120.73 £28.4m Loss 13.67 363 -1.36% -☁l 36% {0.40m ~20.40m

Anila Gmup CS £1.70 2504.5"! 25.7 2.62 994 0.29% -0.29% £15.20m £15.20m

ArgonamGames SP £0.54 £49.6m Loss 11.28 563 -1 3.60% -1 3.50% -27.75m -E7.75rn

Ammmyoarpomlicn SP £3.50 £440.61" Loss 12.15 107 7.03% 7.03% £28.94m £28.94m

Aveva Gmup SP £4.09 269.2m 21.3 2.46 2045 -7.36% -7.36% £5.48m {5.48m

AmnGmup CS £1.88 £86.2m 15.8 2.25 1071 7.14% 7.14% £6.43m £6.43m

ManGruup F1 61.40 £152.7m 11.0 0.26 609 4.87% 4.87% £7.11m £7.11m

Ballirmrs☁l☂ecrwmlogles SP £0.12 £58.9m Loss 0.79 1179 -24.59% -24.59% {15.23m {19.23111

Bond lnlalnalianal SP £0.85 £12.2m 12.6 1.30 1308 13.33% 13.33% £1.50m £1.50m

Brsiness System OS 20.12 139.5!☜ Loss 0.25 99 42.96% 42.96% -£1.38m -E1.38m

CapiaGmup CS £4.25 £2.799.7m 633 6.98 114086 -13.31% -1 3.31% -E430.47m £430.47!"

Cedaerup SP £0.05 £3.8m Loss 0.05 48 25.00% 25.00% 20.77"! £0.77m

Gmnaris CS £0.87 £31.6m 46.4 2.35 961 -2.26% -2.26% ♥£0.70m -ED.70m

OariryCorrmelcs SP 2083 611.5"! Loss 3.19 660 3.64% ~9.84% ~21.16m £1.16!☜

Clirl'cal Campm'ng SP £0.31 £7.7m Loss 3.39 246 1.67% 1.67% £0.13!☜ £0.13m

CMG CS 22.46 21.5062!☜ 255 1.86 6779 1.13% 1.13% [16.99111 £16.99!"

Corrine CS £1.23 £16.9m 25.1 0.79 942 -27.94% 27.84% {6.63m -E6.63m

Compass Saltwals SP 20.77 66.9"! 25.0 3.72 510 -16.65% 46.85% -E1.83m ~21.83m

Compel Group H 20.74 £23.0m Loss 0.10 592 42.43% 42.43% -E3.22m -£3.22m

Compmacanrar R 23.60 £667.2m 13.4 0.34 537 4.35% 4.35% 227.751" £27.75m
0059-1311;: 65 £0.24 £6.0m Loss 0.04 400 45.79% 45.79% -£1.13m -£1.13m

Delcam SP £1.60 £28.9m 7.6 1.70 615 11.89% 11.89% £20.20m £20.20m

Diagonal CS £1.03 £90.4m 12.8 1.09 1490 0.00% 0.00% £0.01m £0.01m

DicomGroLp 05 £4.38 691.07☜ 13.4 0.55 1341 3.18% 3.18% £2.74m £2.74m

DHSDaIaaRsseamh SP £0.14 £4.8m 12.9 0.60 130 6.56% -6.56% -£0.34m -£0.34m

Earmpon SP £0.03 £3.4m Loss 4.18 24 438.60% -88.60% £28.57m -£26.57m

Easynel CS 21.85 2114.8"! Loss 2.75 51 -29.92% 28.92% -E48.94m £46.94m

Easysclaen SF £0.40 217.5"! Loss 9.06 232 46.40% -16.40% ~63.43m -£3.43m

E n Glow CS 25.45 663.6"! 582 0.96 302 7.39% 7.39% £4.40m 24.40111

Eidos SF £1.71 £237.1m Lass 1.40 8546 ~5.00% -5.00% -E12.53m -£12.53m

Eiactmric Dala chassing SP £0.42 £10.4m Loss 1.00 1271 47.00% 47.00% -£2.20m {2.20m

Epic Gram CS £0.82 £20.6m 12.8 2.56 776 45.86% -6.86% -£1.49m -E1.49m

Eumlink Managed Services CS £0.45 £47.1m 17.3 5.67 445 4.11% -1.11% £42.41m £42.41"!

Flasl ll SF☂ 2004 £1.6m 3.1 4.16 33 23.81% -23.81% -£0.57m -EO.57m

FInarcialChiecs SP £0.74 £28.8m 15.5 1.57 320 41.45% -11.45% -£3.81m -E3.81m

FlamericsGmm SP £0.78 £11.3m 11.5 0.96 3000 -2.50% -2.50% -£0.30m ~£0.30m

Focus Solu ors Group SP £1.02 £25.5m Loss 11.21 521 0.98% 095% -£o.23m -EO.23m
Gasham Compu ng CS £0.26 £12.7m Loss 0.54 282 1.94% 1.94% 20.22m £0.22m

Giardianl☁l☂ CS 21.03 671.5m 7.9 0.83 402 -33.87% (53.87% -£36.63m {36.63111

HarveyNashGuw A £0.94 £28.5m 7.1 0.13 537 -21.67% -21.67% -£7.40m ~27.40m

ngharrs Syslerm Services A 60.15 62.6m Loss 0.14 403 -1.69% -1 69% -E0.05m -ED.05m

ISSDlm'ars CS 60.31 £7.6m 22.4 0.68 1137 5.15% v6.15% -£0.50m ~60.50m

IBNel SP 2005 £2.5m Loss 5.18 32 50.00% 50.00% -£2.48m .2243".
lCMCotmmeerup cs £2.50 £49.5m 14.3 0.74 1359 46.67% 46.67% -£9.85m -£9.85m
l~DocunenlSysBrrs SP £0.15 619.6m Loss 16.33 20 1.67% 1.67% £0.40m £0.40m

105 Group SP £0.68 £39.0m Loss 3.12 756 41.67% 41.87% £11.47m £11.47m
lmovan'onGmlp SP £3.45 £640.0m 54.2 11.07 1507 4.17% -4.17% {27.82m -£27.82m

Irlelligeri Emir!)erer SP £0.04 £2.4m Loss 0.27 43 -23.81% -23.81% -£0.74m £0.74!☜

IrlercedeGrmp SP £0.51 £8.3m Loss 4.10 842 -9.01% -9.01% -£0.62m £0.82!☜

Irlemel miness Groin cs 20.03 22.1 m Loss 1.12 51 45.75% 43.75% -£0.47m -£0.47m
D♥meun SP mos £4.6m Loss 2.14 77 53.05% 53.06% -£5.20m £5.20m
iSCFl☂ Grow SP 2317 2372.4". 47.3 11.96 2877 22.91% 22.91% £69.38m 259.351☜
ITNEr CS £2.33 £166.8m 25.1 1.21 666 43.24% -6.24% {11.12111 -E11.12m

Izoda (was Irlunank) SP £0.30 £17.2m Loss 6.38 4683 43.35% 6.35% -£1.18m .21.1am

Jasm☁n SP £2.24 £10.5m 27.4 2.64 1490 41.31% -1 1.31% -El 3% 4:1.ng
Kalarmzno CDWMQ'GDW CS £0.09 £3.8m L055 006 250 0.00% 0.00% -£0.00m {0.00m
sz☁u Sysma SP 2038 £28.9_m Luss 0.42 751 42.14% 42.14% 414.09". 4:4ng
Keyser Solm☁ors Gimp 51☂ £0.11 £12.0m Loss 2.67 117 -25.00% -25.00% -£3.99m {3.99m
Knowledge Mamgemm Software SP £0.12 £13.6m Loss 2.29 92 2.13% 2.13% 20.29". £0,29m

meedge smpon Sysrens Grow SP 20.1 3 £9.6m Loss 4.37 59 26.76% 26.76% .2352". .5352.☜

KmvledgeTecl☂nologySolm'ors 5? £0.07 25.4m Loss 35.63 1350 45.57% 4.57% -£0_32m {0.32m

mgica CS 25.34 22.3883!" 21.1 2.11 7313 -18.58% 46.56% -E473.86m £473.86!"

LandonBlidgeSoMre SP £1.48 2250.3"! 33.6 4.41 3688 -17.37% 47.37% £52.60m -£52.60m

[mien A 60.74 E14.5m 10.6 0.13 740 17.46% 17.46% £2.20m £2.20"!

LynxGmLp F1 £1.20 £210.01" 39.5 0.77 3006 0.21% 0.21% £0.50m £0.50"!

thro4 SP 21.45 230.1 m 5.5 0.64 585 -42.57% -42.57% £22.36m £22.36"!

Nemawvsdmlare SP £0.20 £4.8m LOSS 1.73 206 20.00% -20.00% ~£1.20m -EI .20m

Marlborough lling CS £2.23 £507.6m 38.9 10.14 1593 8.76% 8.78% £40.94m £40.54m

NERANT SP 2105 2145.1 m 11 .B 0.67 519 -2.71% -2.71% -§:4.03m -E4.03m
Nitrogen CS £0.98 £49.6m 38.4 1.96 417 .4.88% 4.86% -£2.50m £2.50rn

Note: Main SVSTEMHOUSE SCS Index 551 at 1000 on 151h April 1989. Any new entrants to (he Smck Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the

issue price The SOS Index is not weighted; a change in lha share price 01 Khe largest company has the same aflacl as a similar change {or (he smallest company.
Calagary Codes: CS: Compmar SSWKDES SP = Suftware Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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Sham FSH SCSI Sham price Shara plies

SCS Pricn Caplulimn☁on Hillaric El n Index mnva nine: 56 move move Ilnca move (Em)

Cal Shun-02 SIrJan-OZ FIE Cap/H011. 3|~Jnn~ 2 GI~Dec~01 in 200! 3|»Dac-OI 102001

MssionTesn'ng CS £0.55 £14.6m☁ 133 2.92 311 .47.69% 47.69% £13.33m £13.33m

Msys SP 23.22 21.051.001 22.0 2.16 4000 4.00% 4.00% -210.70m «219.7001
MMTGJmpm'nq CS £0.90 £10.9m L055 0.35 536 48.18% 48.18% -E2.39m -£2.39m

Mondas SP 20.20 25.601 Loss 2.07 373 1.02% 1.02% 20.1001 20.1001
Mme R 21.50 2201.710 0.1 0.34 630 47.11% 47.11% -241.60m -241.60m
Msammmuaw A 20.01 210.5m 22.1 0.10 426 4.14% 44.14% >20.71m -20.71m
10mm. as 20.04 210m Loss 0.61 33 0.00% 0.00% -20.12m -20.12m
149111110, SP 20.95 £120.3m Loss 0.94 350 19.50% 19.50% 219.70m 210.7001
113156.311. cs 20.13 220m Loss 0.32 64 4 .92% 4.92% -20.04m -20.04m
Mm☜a (:9 20.15 214.101 Loss 3.96 90 26.25% 26.25% -23.57m 423.5710
Nam cs 20.00 29.5m Loss 0.55 34 25.00% 25.00% -23.97r0 23.9701
New☜ Homdonwmm cs 20.29 202.0m 0.0 0.77 112 43.43% 43.43% -212.07m 212.07m
Nsa Rm,5mm 51: 20.24 £76.8m 10.9 1.00 2109 .02% 4.02% 20.0401 20.0410
13.06.56an SP 20.30 215.0m Loss 3.09 750 20.57% 20.57% -£6.27m 26.2701
Wham..." SF 20.10 213.401 Luss 4.00 55 50.00% 50.00% 213.4001 213.4001
Pam A 20.44 267.501 142 0.25 7333 40.20% 4 0.20% 27.6401 ♥27.64m
635,5.☜ 92 20.09 211 .3m Loss 4.49 02 46.67% 4 6.67% 22.3210 22.3201
Flammdngs SP 20.46 230.2m 15.0 2.00 1917 46.36% 4 6.36% -27.53m -27.5301
Pmrogana (ms 05601111111011) SP 20.04 213.1m Loss 1.49 54 6.25% 625% -20.00m -20.0001
p59 an☜, A 24.20 £105.4m 0.9 1.19 1909 020% -0.20% -29.41m -29.41m
☜(ms Skillsump, cs 20.46 240.2m Loss 0.29 204 4.09% 4.09% 20.41 m -20.41m
mama A E059 £23~0m 7.7 0.97 472 6.36% 6.36% 21.3901 21.3901
Ranmmiml SP 2011 26.010 Loss 0.73 167 2.44% 244% 20.17m 20.17m
Rage 6011mm SP E0116 £24m Loss 4.32 240 21.60% 21.00% 26.3401 -26.34m
RDLGmup A 5059 9112'" 5-3 0.69 650 0.33% 0.33% 20.00m 20.00m
96011000511119 SP 50-16 $44-30 Loss 2.51 213 47.11% 47.11% 215.0510 215.0501
011110111115 A 20.34 24.501 65.4 2.23 405 45.00% 45.00% -20.79m 20.79111
Rivalscll SP £0.10 £23.6m Less 4453 104 43.75% -1 8.75% -ES.41m 415.41"!
HM SP 2230 2215.9m 105 0.09 6571 315% 16% 27.0410 27.0401
R0119&N0Ian SF 520.52 E11.5m L055 0.45 970 ~1 21% 21% -£0.08m {0.08m

Hoyalblus c1000 5" 55-63 9171-3m 43.9 2.90 3309 0.16% 43.16% -213.13m {13.1301
Sage Group 5☝ £2141 231149-☜ 365 6.30 02596 5.36% 5.36% 2155.33m 2155,3310
535 am, A 20.10 21 .6m 135 0.03 175 40.60% 4 0.60% 20.3701 -20.37m
stigma 9,5000 CS 2453 £114.0m 25.0 2.30 3500 42.90% 4 2.90% -217.00m 217.0001
SDL cs 20.62 225.0m 77.6 0.07 410 9.56% ~9.56% 22.7010 22.7001
ServicePDerecmlogiBS SP 2020 SID-Zm Loss 3.11 200 41.11% 41.11% 21.2010 -21.20m

Sherwood 11110110111114 5P £1.35 £61.6m Loss 1.14 4490 2.27% 227% 22.56m 22.56m
911115 nancial (was Poucymaslrr) SP 20.93 215.6m 0.0 0.91 617 5.13% ♥5.13% 20.0001 20.00m
Sumac☜. SP 20.01 23.7m Loss 0.06 11 37.50% 417.50% -22.21m 22.21111
Sow☜ SP 7 20.25 220.0m Loss "2.09 353 45.52% 45.52% -23.00m 23.0010
Sp mmlp A 20.65 297.6!" Loss 0.26 722 46.13% 46.13% {16.80111 £18.80m

5631111010 3" 94-35 £62.7m Loss 1.66 1933 29.05% 20.05% 214.40m 1:14.4am
Sam Gm, 50 20.31 210.0m L099 3.16 300 27.91% 27.91% -23.09m 23.0901
suo lnlsmal'onal 5P 20.05 £2 .001 L095 23.24 90 59.09% 59.09% -22.09m 22.0910
Superscapa vn SP 20.26 mm Loss 4.41 131 0.77% 40.77% 4:0.90m 20.9010
51.110011111101109 JSB) SP 26.20 2107.0m Loss 4.43 3100 25.00% 25.09% 230.4001 230.4001
Synlgame ☁35 俉010 543'" Loss 2.15 163 412.14% 432.14% 220201 22.0201
ISyrsIav 03 2°15 91 21 ~°m Lass MI 452 7.07% 7.97% 20.9501 20.95m
Sysrsms 111011101110 SP 2034 245'" 1711 2.76 296 4.45% 4.45% -20.06m -20.06m
517510010 Union (was Fraac m) SP 50-90 £92~9m 10.6 155.01 692 7.70% 7.70% £6.75m £6.75m
Telecin CS 90-" 921"", Loss 1.93 17 3.05% 3.05% 21 .00m 21 .00m
1111110110 9/5002 3" 90-32 356$" 465 2.59 0 22.22% 22.22% 216.21m 216.2110
Talmcom ☁33 9°09 26-3!" Loss 0,37 55 0.00% 0.00% 20.00m 20.0001
Terance Chapman (31000 CS 3°35 E24301 Loss 0.76 256 45.05% 45.05% $4.650! -E4-65m
111111610111, 05 3145 213-3"! 19.4 1.43 996 0.00% 0.00% 20.0001 20.00m
100x Gum CS 57-23 5315-1"! 35.3 3.60 14029 0.69% 0.69% 22.21 m 222101
11101511515115 CS 9☁ r45 515-0'" I60 3.91 2730 11.11% 11.11% 21.45m 21.45m
Tcxaxisa cs ☜'05 932'" L055 0.75 214 5.00% 5.00% 20.1001 20.10m
Touchsnne Group SP Egg: :2?" 7'2 0-90 1000 21.64% 21.64% 22.9201 »22.92m
Trace Commas CS '27 ☜85'☝ 7'0 0-73 660 42.70% 42.70% -21.00m £1.56m
Transeda 5P m ens-gm 23.0 2.95 540 10.20% 10.20% 21.7610 21.7601
11111013.☜, 05 mg; 214 ☁ '5: 5-2 0.32 493 20.00% 20.60% -20.00m -20.0em
1115a1 emu, 05 93- u-a 30.9 5.07 1939 4.54% 4.54% 223.1201 223.12m
Ull☂ma New,☜ R {0'02 22'1'" ☜55 0162 55 0.00% 0.00% 20.0001 20.0001
011,351., em) CS 2004 E - m Loss 22.44 77 7.14% 7.14% 21 .53m 21 .53m
Vane 61am as 21.30 225.3m 1.055 0.71 1127 4.79% 4.79% -20.52m 20.5201
vmmup 517 20.35 mam Loss 1.35 493 15.00% 15.00% 21 .24m 21.2401
Vimmlmam cs £0.24 25"" ☁33 0.91 400 2.13% 2.13% 20.11m 20.11m
Vocalis (901,, SF' 20.05 28.901 Loss 2.57 53 20.57% 20.57% 23.7101 23.71 m
wanrrog 5F 20.55 223.0m Loss 6.00 1279 29.41% 29.41% 25.1001 25.1001
Wealth Mamqemmsonmm SP 20.15 26.301 Loss 0.41 115 44.23% 2.23% 20.2110 20.2101
101601109 6.1.5.619) cs 22.90 2970.401 Loss 2.40 7620 45.96% 45.96% 121042001 21042001
10061011.) cs 20.40 213.0m Loss 0.34 323 490% 4.90% 20.7110 -2o.71m
)(oerl'ss 6101p cs 20.06 24.0111 Loss 0.69 220 10.00% 10.00% 22.4110 22.41m

Note: Main SVSTEMHOUSE SOS Index 501 31 1000 on 151h April 1989. Any new entran1s to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the
issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same 011901 .99 a similar change (or the smalles1 company.
Category Codes: 05: Computer Services SP = Software Product R : Resslier A = IT Agency 0 = other
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31-Jan-02 SCSI Index 4524.26

F'SE Ir (scs) Ind-x mum

|lchMARK IUD 1:17.20

FTSE ☁00 smao

Frsa AIM 55530
FYSE Smallcnp 7 252652

I SCSI FIRE Inchan Fsz IY FTIE "SE

After the rally In Q4 01, 2002 has started badly mm , mo Inn, , sestL MMIMu,,BmIIICw,

for all categories of company in our SCSI index. The mammuDI/ozhulnlmz) 475:; .1 cm ~552'A 404% szsx 405%
, , Flam 15m Apyaq 442-354 .151 50%
Index as a whole experienced a drop of 7.8% to meI-Idnnso oneness; mm»;

I , , t , melltJnnsl o5250|$ ~|J9D7V~

4424.3. All categories of companles put In Similar meuwansz «523535; nuns-r.
, , me ☜Hausa ☜77637. .8! ☜5☂. ☜214%

performances wrth falls ranging from 3.4% to 8.4%. Fm mun☜ mm .5. m. .352».
t t ☁ mell nns ¢l55II5£ M☁s-.4 #M

Our Index was not alone In Its descent. It was melmmse .ssm. «1959-!- mm cuss «115%
4 r . meIIIJ 97 ¢SSZ"/- 02540% ☜729% ~IID4% ☜575%

JOIned by the techMARKlOO With an 8.5% fall. the mania☜ «my. .osw. mm «395% «241% am
, . F I J 99 ¢I225% 42 20% 417% 43577. 053236 ☁uuzx

FTSE IT 305 Index With a 4% fall and Nasdaq ailing a. esnm My. new «sum 4m
. . . rm "mm «715% 47mm um mm Jesus Jesus

performing better but still falling 1.7%, From mum .nm 401% .am «one am muss

Just over a quarter of the companies in our SCSI End Jun 02 Move alnca Mm ulnce Mm ahca 'wiové nIn'ci M'me☁rn Jiij
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Index saw a use In their share price In Januaiy. The gym," Hum, .0291, 614% 417% .5an, 5.5%
- - 0 ~ IT Slall Agencle: 634% 67.9% 48.9% 13% 4.5%

best performing was IDS Group With a42 A: rise to ☜mm 353% a,☜ 43.2% ☜as ☜we
' Sollware Products 62.7% ~60.B% 41.6% ~8.4% 6.4%

amongSt the ☜Ears were Marlborough Helway Inlemet Index 159.I% 64.5% 43.3% ~6.5% 5.5%

Stirling WIth a 8.7% increase and Sage Group WIth Holwav scs Index 12.3% 6W: 472% 4.6% 4.8%

a 5.3% increase.

The majority of companies had a bad month... the worst being Earthport with an 89% fall in its share price following

the announcement of its lull year results. The announcement of its results followed a shortfall in its working capital and a

subsequent suspension in trading of its shares. Logica started the month well with withthe announcement of a ten year

PFI with theCrown Prosecution Servioe(CPS) of England and Wales to manage CPS '5 IT services. However, things went

downhill during the month after Sunday newspapers ran stories surrounding the company☁s capex. There were also

increased tears that Ericsson and Nokia would start to move more aggressively into bearer technology for multimedia

messaging following their failure to capitalise on the opportunity on 2G networks; thus resulting in companies such as

CMG and Logica losing market share. Logica's share price fell 16.6% during the month to nish on 534p.
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